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Application Note

Thermographers have always wanted an infrared camera that
produces images with both a wide field of view (FOV) and detailed
spatial resolution. An infrared-only camera with this combination is
prohibitively expensive for most applications. A less expensive way
of providing both features in a single camera is to blend a wide
FOV visible image with a smaller FOV infrared image. The major
benefit of this combination is that thermographers can pinpoint and
identify infrared problem areas in a clear visible picture. Maintenance
technicians now have a direct correlation between a visible picture
and an infrared identified problem area. Building inspectors can
use this technology to their advantage in negotiating and litigating
problems. A commercial camera with IR-Fusion technology has
been available since May, 2006. This paper describes thermography
examples that benefit from this combination.
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two images into a single image.
This camera design uses a patent
pending novel low-cost approach
to solve the parallax problem of
combining images from separate
visible and infrared optics. Without
IR-Fusion™ you are likely to have
confusion.

Showing an infrared problem
area in a visible picture
Figure 1 shows an example of how
the fusion technology can identify the exact location, or precise
envelope, of an infrared identified problem area. The example
is a cinderblock wall where some
of the blocks were not filled with
cement as they were contracted
to be. The image was taken inside
the building in the morning when
the unfilled blocks, as a result of
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Figure 1. The location of missing fill in a cinder block wall is clearly identified using IR/visible fusion

their lower heat capacity, have
cooled down over-night to a
lower temperature than the filled
blocks. The exact location and
extent of the problem was identified using fusion technology by
setting the IR-Fusion blend on
the camera to 50% IR and 50%
visible.
The blending is adjustable
from full infrared to full visible
and anything in between. Figure
2 shows a breaker image with
different percent blending. The
blending can be adjusted real
time on the camera or later from
a saved image either on the camera or in SmartView™ software.
Another feature of IR-Fusion
called Color-Alarm can be used
very effectively to define infrared points-of-interest in a visible picture. Figure 3 shows a
wet wall example where the
moisture evaporation causes the
wall to cool. To outline the section of the wet wall the ColorAlarm threshold temperature is
set just below the wall ambient
temperature. Any temperatures
below the threshold temperature
will be shown in infrared colors
while any temperatures above
the threshold temperature are
shown in visible black and white.
In panel 1 of Figure 3 the threshold temperature is above the wall
ambient temperature 22.5 °C so
the full infrared image is shown.
In panel 2 the threshold temperature is set below the coldest
wall temperature, 18.6 °C, so the
entire image is displayed in visible black and white. In panel 3
the threshold temperature, 20 °C,
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Figure 2. Percent IR/visible blending can be adjusted for optimum interpretation
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Figure 3. Color-alarm can outline wet wall area by selectively displaying specific temperatures in
infrared colors and the remaining image in visible black and white

is set just below the wall
ambient temperature so the
infrared colors outline the wet
wall in a visible picture.

Eliminate confusion in
interpreting infrared
problems
Sometimes thermographers may
need to show an identified problem to a less-than experienced
customer, supervisor or maintenance technician. The blending
of the visible and infrared image
can greatly help in showing the
specific problem and its location.
Figure 4 is an example of a
serious 266.8 °C temperature

problem shown in a not-so-clear
infrared-only image. By putting
the camera image in a 50/50 %
visible and infrared blend the
problem and its location becomes
much clearer.
Identification and overall location of the problem becomes
even clearer when the camera
blended image is displayed in
a Picture-in-Picture mode. The
Picture-in Picture mode puts the
blended image into a wider FOV
visible-light image. See Figure 5.
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Figure 4. Infrared problem areas become much clearer when blended with visible-light image

Figure 5. Putting camera image into the picture-in-picture
mode helps further identify problem location

Being able to see an infrared
point-of-interest and visible
labels on the device in a single
image is another very useful
benefit of IR-Fusion. See the
example in Figure 6 where the
visible and infrared images are
blended together showing the
labels along with the infrared
highlighted breaker.

Identifying location of a
problem in a featureless
or confusing visible
image
The spot produced by a visible
laser pointer can be seen in a
visible-light image but not in an
infrared-only image. However,
the laser spot can be seen in a
blended infrared/visible image.
By matching the laser spot with
the infrared problem area in the
blended image, the laser spot
on the target marks the exact
location of the problem area. An
example is shown in Figure 7
where a small infrared identified problem is found in a room
wall with no visible features
other than the joint between
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the ceiling and vertical
wall. The camera pointing is adjusted so the
laser spot is coincident
with the infrared problem area in the blended
image. The laser spot
then marks the exact
location on the wall of
the infrared problem
area.
In an electrical
cabinet where there are
several identical or similar components grouped
together it can be difficult in an infrared-only
image to identify the
exact component that is
over heating. Because
a finger can be seen in
an infrared-only image
sometimes a tech will dangerously place a finger near
the problem area to point out
the exact location of a problem component. No longer
should this be necessary; use
IR-Fusion fusion with a laser
pointer instead.
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IR-Fusion eliminates the dangerous practice of sticking a finger in
an electrical cabinet to show which component is overheating.
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Figure 6. Equipment labels and the problem area can be read in an infrared and visible blended image
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Figure 7. Matching a laser pointer spot seen in a blended image with an infrared point-of-interest
assures that the laser spot on the target marks the target point-of-interest

IR-Fusion can help focus
an infrared camera
Focusing an image by observing
the clarity of the image doesn’t
work as well as for measuring
temperature in an infrared image
as it does for showing features in
a visible image. This is because
infrared images are generally
not as sharp as visible images,
as described in the introduction
of this paper. Achieving a more
precise focus on an infrared
image may not make the image
appear any clearer but it generally will produce more accurate
temperature measurements when
the temperature features are
small. This is particularly important when imaging targets that
have features in the order of one
or two Instantaneous Fields of
View (IFOV1).
Because the infrared focus for
cameras with IR/Visible fusion is
calibrated in the factory, focusing can be done by adjusting the
lens until the infrared and visible
images match as shown below
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in Figure 8. It is best to pick out
a horizontal line in a blended
image and adjust the lens focus
until the infrared horizontal line
matches the visible horizontal
line. This technique helps to
achieve precise infrared focus.

Conclusion
IR-Fusion Technology from Fluke
Corporation provides thermographers many benefits because it
combines the temperature measurement of an infrared image
with the clarity and spatial resolution of a visible image.
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To find out more about Fluke thermal imagers
go to www.fluke.eu/ti
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Figure 8. Fusion can help in focusing an infrared image by adjusting
the focus until the IR and visible images match
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